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No. 1734/D2/2015   PAYYANUR KHADI CENTRE, PAYYANUR 
               (KERAL KHADI & V.I. BOARD) 

                                                            PAYYANUR, KANNUR (DIST) 
                     KERALA 

       PIN- 670307 
                                                            Ph: 04985 -202310, 202590 
              Date :  31/12/15 

QUOTATION NOTICE

SUPPLY OF SILK COTTON

  Sealed competitive quotations Superscribing  “Quotatios  for 
supply of Cleaned Silk Cotton and Delux Silk Cotton” are invited for the 
requirement of  Bed Manufacturing Unit. Elambachi functioning under 
Payyanur Khadi Cemtre, Payyanur for the Calendar year 2016. The 
requirement of silk cotton is approximately 115000kgs. as detailed below. 

1. Delux Silk Cotton - 15000 kgs. 
2. Cleaned Silk Cotton - 100000 kgs. 

  The quotation with 2 packets of  200gms  each of samples silk 
cotton showing the rate per kgms. (For at Elambachi Godown) along with
EMD @ 1% of the total cost of above items tendered for (rounded to the 
nearest rupee) by DD drawn in favour of Director, Payyanur Khadi Centre , 
Payyanur ,  should reach the Office of Director, Payyanur Khadi Centre , 
Payyanur on or before 18.01.2016  at 1 pm.  Quotation received will be opened 
on the same day at 2 pm in the presence of the parties who were present. If  
any holiday occurs on  18.01.2016 the quotation will be opened on the next 
working day. Quotation without samples will  be rejected .On acceptance of  
the quotation an  agreement showing the terms and condition of the supply 
should be executed with the Director, Payyanur Khadi Centre, Payyanur along 
with cash security of 5% of the tendered amount. The average requirement of 
silk cotton will be 7 Lorry loads in a month.  

  The Director, Payyanur Khadi Centre reserves the right to accept 
or reject the quotation without assigning any reason there of. 

DIRECTOR I/c 
 


